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VENTURE SOCIETY
Alice is Missing is a silent
role-playing game  about
the disappearance of a 16-
year-old high school junior.
Players only communicate
through text for 90 minutes
of play. The game is played
while listening to its own
licensed soundtrack. 

Come learn about Venture
Society, a pastoral RPG
about making the world a
better place. Venture
Society is a non-violent role
playing game that families,
therapists, educators, and
librarians can use to teach
positive social skills.
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arise in a game. Tim has over 28 years
experience running games professionally and
for fun.
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other fun announcements
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Tinelle writes about Alice is Missing a
fascinating tabletop RPG experience that you
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GRAHAM GENTZ

07 TIPS WITH TIM

CASTTGAMERS@GMAIL.COM

HTTPS://WLO.LINK/@CASTTGAMERS

How can we use TTRPGs intentionally,
especially in educational contexts? Similar to
how Paulo Freire and Augusto Boal brought
intentionality to their work in the classrooms
and theaters of Brazil, we can, and must, do
better in our world, art, politics, and schools:

12 SAVE AGAINST FEAR
It’s time again for SAVE AGAINST FEAR, the birth
place of CASTT Gamers. SAVE happened October
6th-9th. Find out why SAVE will forever be
special for CASTT.

https://linktr.ee/casttgamers
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G A M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H :

A L I C E  I S  M I S S I N G

Alice is Missing’ is a silent role-playing game about the

disappearance of a 16-year-old high school junior in the small town

of Silent Falls. During the game, players only communicate

through text to unearth clues and learn what happened to Alice.

It’s a 90-minute one-shot game with a licensed soundtrack. It is an

immersive experience with great variability. Every time I have

played this game, the narrative, the characters, the resolution, and

the emotions invoked in me have been different. This game has

become so popular that Paramount is planning something

amazing from it. The first time I played Alice is Missing I was so

overwhelmed emotionally that I needed to meditate everyday for 3

days. This game is incredibly powerful for therapeutic purposes

and could be used to support a patient in processing grief, guilt,

sadness, loss, trauma, family dynamics, and friendship dynamics. I

was privileged to talk with game designer Spenser Starke, who

answered a few of my questions.

Written by 

Tinelle Evans Reno, LPCC
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I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  S P E N S E R  S T A R K E  
B Y  T I N E L L E  E V A N S  R E N O

What inspired you to create Alice is Missing?

“The game was inspired heavily by the music! I was listening to Message to

Bears while doing the design, so when it came time to make the soundtrack,

they were my starting place. I built the rest of the soundtrack around the

opening song "You Are A Memory". 

“Inspiration for Alice Is Missing came from my love of indie emotional

roleplaying games like Life Is Strange, Firewatch, and Oxenfree. I was aiming

to capture the unique and deeply personal experiences I had with those

games, but with something I could play alongside my friends. As a game

designer, I also wanted to explore how I could make a silent mystery game

without a GM and where nobody knows the answer at the beginning-- but

that the answer is built through the narrative we all create.”

Some of our readers are game designers themselves. What advice would you give to

someone wanting to create a game as wonderful and popular as yours?

“As far as inspiration for creating your own games, find the thing that makes

you excited and is the kind of experience you want to have, lay down

interesting design parameters for yourself around how to make that thing (for

Alice these design parameters were that it would be silent, emotionally-

focused, gm-less, and revolve around a mystery), and playtest as early and as

often as possible.” 

I was thrilled when I heard that Paramount will have a movie of Alice is Missing! How

did this happen? Is there anything you can tell us about the plans for it? How involved

will you be in the process? 
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 “The Paramount deal came out of me being contacted by Alex Creasia and

Becca Gleason, who are now my manager and co-writer respectively, about

their interest in the game after it showed up in a Vox article. We prepared it to

pitch to Temple Hill, who they both had a relationship with already, and after

they picked it up, we took it to Paramount together! It's been about a year and

a half since that first pitch, so it was a process, but really excited about where

it's headed. Can't talk too much about the current plans, but I feel incredibly

lucky to be writing the movie with Becca, who will also be directing!” 

Do you have any plans for Alice is Missing in the future? I could easily see additions

with different characters, new locations, or new suspects.

 “Alice Is Missing has an expansion that is currently in development! We're

getting close to finishing it up, just continuing to playtest and refine-- expect

more news at the top of next year!” 

I love the intentionality in Alice is Missing! CASTT Gamers is all about playing a game

with intention. I feel like this game is so inclusive toward the Queer community,

toward those that have visible and invisible disabilities, and very gender inclusive.

How did that all come together? I wondered if you had a consultant review the game

or if this was the basis for it. 

AIM tells a very specific kind of story that I love watching people bring their

own imagination and creativity to. As far as the inclusivity of it all, I just

wanted to make a game that reflects the world we live in today. People in our

world are queer, they're disabled and neurodivergent-- so many have

identities that don't necessarily fit into the binary heteronormative structure.

This kind of representation was paramount for me from the very beginning of

the design, but we were very lucky to have an incredible sensitivity consultant

(who was also the editor for the game) Lauren McManamon who came

aboard to lend their expertise to the project.” 

There are so many layers to the Alice is Missing game that it is hard to describe all that

a person can gain from the experience of playing it. I have been facilitating games

teaching others how to play the game. I am thrilled to hear of a future expansion and

I’ll be one of the first ones signing up to purchase a copy. I recommend that you

experience this incredible game yourself. Below are links to review. Thanks for

reading!

PURCHASE THE ALICE IS MISSING GAME 
ARTICLE ON PARAMOUNT

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SPENSER STARKE
 TWITTER: @SPENSERSTARKE AND/OR INSTAGRAM @ SPENSERSTARKE

https://www.huntersentertainment.com/alice-is-missing
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/alice-is%20missing-movie-1235173092/
http://spenserstarke.com/#welcome
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 “Theater is a weapon,” said Brazilian and delightfully
commie Augusto Boal in his 1979 book, Theatre of the
Oppressed. “For this reason, the ruling classes strive to
take permanent hold of the theater and utilize it as a tool for
domination. In so doing, they change the very concept of
what theater is. But the theater can be a weapon for
liberation. For that, it is necessary to create appropriate
theatrical forms."

“Change is imperative.” (Boal ix)

 But he didn't start out that way. In the 1960’s, his urban
São Paulo-based theater troupe would take their traditional,
albeit politically-minded stories to rural Brazil, preaching
revolution to the peasants and farmers long forgotten by the
powers that be.

 And their audiences reacted with fervor. More fervor than
Boal really expected. “We’re down to clown!” they told him.
We’re armed to the teeth, let’s goooo!” (More or less.)

Boal, mad shook, reacted with the Brazilian and era-
appropriate equivalent of “Please, sir, this is a Wendy’s,”
and told them they were “just actors, not soldiers.” To which
people replied: “So you are willing to shed other people’s
blood, but not your own.” (Britto)

So let’s talk about our traditions in the education system and
pen-and-paper roleplaying games.

I don’t know about you, but my experience in school was to
be treated as an empty vessel. Teachers have the power
and knowledge, while the students do not. The instructor
deposits information and your role as a student is to
passively retain it, and usually, then, be tested on your ability
to reproduce said knowledge. You are then indexed and
ranked on your skill in doing so.

Paulo Freire called this “the Banking Model” of education in
his 1968 book “Pedagogy of the Oppressed”. It was
unsurprisingly inspiring to Boal, a fellow Brazilian. Freire
argued that this teaching model really only teaches students
to “adapt to an oppressive world,” (Freire 72) rather than
being able to interact critically with the functions and forms of
life. In its place, Freire postulated a “Problem-posing Model”,
in which the hierarchy between teacher and students is much
thinner. Student-driven, pupils present issues and obstacles
within their own lives and the instructor assists them in
analyzing and discussing the source and effects of these
problems. The goal is to empower, to teach how to question
the conditions of one’s surroundings and the world, by
encouraging, if not requiring, dialogue to be the driving force
of discovery and change.

You’ve probably heard of Dungeons & Dragons at this point
and are familiar with the idea of the Dungeon Master. D&D
descends from the established practices of Miniatures
Wargaming. As far back as HG Wells, people have set up
big tables full of little figures to act out the roleplay of being
the leader of, often historical, armies clashing. Rules would
be written to specifically simulate the real-life situations they
were creating, from the physics of weapon fire to how to
represent the tactical advantage of terrain or soldier morale.
These games became increasingly complex, requiring both
system mastery, but also an impartial arbiter in case rules
contradictions or unclear interactions arose. This formed a
conventional image of the DM: dice rolls and maps and notes
hidden behind a big screen, looming over it to gesticulate
wildly and tell the tale in which the players take part.

ROLEPLAYING OF THE OPPRESSED
B y  G r a h a m  G e n t z

C O M M U N I T Y  S P O T L I G H T
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  Like school, I quickly learned that not only did I not like this
structure with all its trappings, but also that it was
embedded, or assumed, as a necessary part of the culture.
I have often referred to the form of overbearing facilitator as
a “Gygaxian Tower”, always above and separate from the
other players. As a game designer and player of games, I
favor GMless or shared/rotating Game Master (side note:
there are many titles for this facilitator role, largely because
Dungeon Master is copyrighted). These styles are the most
satisfying to play since they teach or encourage creativity
and collaboration within players and foster, I think, the best
environment for an exciting and unexpected experience.

Much of my professional work over the years has been with
kids teaching, board and roleplaying games, and general
child care. Kids want to be listened to. They want to be
taken seriously. And nobody likes to be talked down to.
Tabletop roleplaying games are the only form of media in
which the line between audience and participant is
obliterated. And yet the old “Gygaxian Banking Model” fails
to reconcile this. Players in TTRPGs should not be
“subjected” to the story that the facilitator has decided to
present. I stay away from scripted experiences as much as I
can. I’m a structuralist by training, especially in writing, but it
is very important to me that game design be the
construction of tools and the instruction of the use of those
tools. 

 A phrase I am fond of saying is “Prep is Death”, as I am
tired of the meming of the Put Upon and Weary DM who
has to throw their whole dungeon map away because the
PCs wanted to sell lemonade instead. For me, the
Lemonade Stand IS the game. And the facilitator needs to
know that. 

Come back for my next essay when I release my D&D
Lemonade Stand Game. It’ll be called, uh. “Lemon Aid
Other”. I dunno, it’s a work in progress. 

 Also, any roleplayer worth their snuff will have anecdotes
about unplanned and wild examples of improv they
experienced in a TTRPG. The nicer version of “Prep is
Death” is “Embrace Serendipity”. In August of this year, for
Zinequest4 on Kickstarter, I wrote and presented Under the
Autumn Strangely, a shared-GM storytelling game of
pastoral horror. It’s full of anachronistic Americana in a Land
that Never Was. Inspired by Over the Garden Wall, I wanted
to further explore the mechanics and methods of
democratized storytelling. What could be shared? How do
you empower players to create canon within a framework?
What are the revolutionary and assumption-breaking
methods yet made to make participants truly active? 

 Freire saw in 1960s Brazil the very issues endemic in our
modern education system. Boal realized a passive audience
wasn’t the path to an involved and politically-savvy culture. In
the performance of Theatre of the Oppressed, the play is
shown a second time, and members of the crowd come up
on the stage to interact with the characters and story against
the tale’s oppressor. The elements of this tragedy are always
chosen and driven by the participants; it is not an
abstraction-- it is true lived experience, one of Live and
Active Roleplaying. 

 D&D in its modern form as a current cultural artifact is not
revolutionary. But it can be. And it’s only one game, within a
veritable host of new and exciting design happening daily in
spaces like itch.io. Through a focus on dialogue within the
group, intentional mechanics, and an understanding of the
immersive space, the potential is potent and profound.
“Maybe the theater in itself is not revolutionary,” Boal
admitted, “but their theatrical forms are without a doubt a
rehearsal of revolution.” (Boal 141)

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

BOAL, AUGUSTO. THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED. THEATRE COMMUNICATIONS GROUP, 1985. 

 BRITTO, GEO. AUGUSTO BOAL’S MARXISM AND THE ORIGINS OF THEATER OF THE OPPRESSED.NOVEMBER 28, 2016, THEATER OF
THE OPPRESSED LABORATORY TOPLAB. 

FREIRE, PAULO. PEDAGOGY OF THE OPPRESSED. BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING USA, 2014. 

GENTZ, GRAHAM. UNDER THE AUTUMN STRANGELY. 

 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/autumnstrangely/under-the-autumn-strangely


Well, Dungeon Parent, there is no need to be overwhelmed. I
understand running games for teens can be scary but don't stress
about it. I have a solution. First is understanding how some simple
safety mechanics work—using Lines and Veils to clearly define
your, your son's, and their friends' boundaries. 

So first, you need to know what themes you don't want at your
table. These are called lines. Are you comfortable with sex or
relationships emerging in a game and roleplaying that out? If not,
you need to define that as a Line, as well as anything else you or
anyone else don't want present. As a line, we don't explore these
themes in the play.

Then we look at our Veils. Veils mean that we will allow these
themes in the game but we don't want to discuss them in more
detail. For example, maybe sex is acceptable in the game if we don't
describe in detail what happens. An example would be using the
term, "fade to black" when two individuals consent to more
physical intimacy. This would be the alternative instead of a more
detailed or role-played situation.

Yes, I'm using a more extreme example but I have been in
situations where the game had to stop because of situations like
this arising. It's possible that people can feel distressed or
uncomfortable when others describe a sex scene. In the end either
intentionally or not we still want to have FUN while playing. A safe
game is a fun game.

-TIM
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TIM

TIPS
WITH

Dear Game Master Tim,

I want to run games for my teenage son’s friend group but I want to
ensure the content stays appropriate. I’ve heard about safety tools
but am so overwhelmed, can you help me pick the right safety tools
for my kid and his friends and how to implement them! 

Sincerely, 
overwhelmed dungeon parent.
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The first cohort of CASTT Gamers leadership took steps to become a more
formal organization this past March. Since then, we’ve continued our
signature Twitch streams and added new ones, started Discord server one-
shot/solo games and mini-campaigns, and supported community partners
through fundraising and convention sponsorships. We’re also upping our
game on social media, community outreach, and publication. 

As CASTT Gamers advances into the next
phase of organizing, we’re raising funds
towards non-profit and trademark
registration. The leadership cohort and
generous donors have already funded
the purchase of production tools and
resources, and now the casttgamers.org
domain and website coming on
September 30th.

Once we’re registered as a non-profit,
we can accelerate our mission to
form an inclusive, accessible, and
multidisciplinary community of
practice for those who play tabletop
games to effect real-world change.
Along the way, we’re creating paths
for all members of the community to
share in the decisions we make
toward these goals. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Do you already have ideas or
questions about how to get involved?
We’re listening – let us know at
casttgamers@gmail.com

https://casttgamers.org/
mailto:casttgamers@gmail.com
https://www.redbubble.com/people/casttgamers/shop
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Gays of Our Lives  Bi-Weekly Sundays - 4:00 pm to 7:00pm CT

Educator’s Show - 1st Thursday of the month 8pm ET

Save Against Fear October 6th-9th 2022

Friday Night CASTT      Every Friday - 8:45pm to 11:30pm CT

Play Your Part - 3rd Thursdays at 7:00pm CT

Tabletop Transformations - 4th Thursdays at 8:30pm CT

https://www.thebodhanagroup.org/


CASTT at TAGGS
2022

In June 2022, our partners at Geek Therapy
held their second annual Therapeutic and
Applied Geek & Gaming Summit (TAGGS). This
year, CASTT Gamers was asked to participate
as a sponsor of the TTRPG Track and the
leadership cohort enthusiastically agreed. As
a sponsor, CASTT Gamers was responsible for
curating the TTRPG Track presentations. Our
planning committee was very excited for this
opportunity and thoroughly enjoyed reviewing
all of the amazing content for the TTRPG Track. 

Members of CASTT also hosted
many evening events, including
TTRPG one-shots and fun
activities like Hyperfixation
Show & Tell. We had such a
good time at TAGGS II and can
not wait to participate in TAGGS
III in 2023! 
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The Bodhana Group’s yearly convention, Save Against Fear, was held this year on October 6th-
9th. SAFe holds a special place for CASTT; founding members met at Save Against Fear 2019. That
was where the CASTT seeds were first planted, inspired by their experiences at SAFe to continue to
play games intentionally together.

This year, many CASTT members attended SAFe in person. We’re also grateful to GATE, who
shared their table with us. CASTT members hosted training sessions and ran games in the
Therapist Track designed for professionals who want to engage in intentional gaming.

CASTT RETURNED TO SAVE AGAINST FEAR
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                                            is an all-ages, non-violent
ROLEPLAYING GAME focusing on building skills

related to Personal Strengths, Emotional
Wellness, Social Awareness, and

Communication.

Venture Society

It was designed:

supports narrative writing skills
is customizable to include curricular content
supports students' social & emotional wellness
provides new opportunities for students to
collaborate with each other

supplies an opportunity to build therapeutic
rapport between clients, peers, and therapist
therapist's Guide section gives examples of in-
game opportunities for therapeutic change
based on the fundamentals of Play Therapy,
"Autplay", and Social Emotional Learning
gives children the opportunity for self-
exploration in their natural language, PLAY

with education in mind

With therapy in mind

PRE-ORDER
NOW

https://bit.ly/VentureKS
https://venture-society.backerkit.com/hosted_preorders
https://venture-society.backerkit.com/hosted_preorders

